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Abstract: China is undergoing rapid urbanization, which has caused undesirable urban sprawl and
ecological deterioration. Urban growth boundaries (UGBs) are an effective measure to restrict the
irrational urban sprawl and protect the green space. However, the delimiting method and control
measures of the UGBs is at the exploratory stage in China. In this paper, a cellular automata model
based on multi-criteria evaluation (MCE-CA) was proposed to delimit the UGBs. The MCE-CA model
considers influencing factors related to urban growth and generates UGBs based on spatiotemporally
dynamic simulations. The MCE-CA model was applied to generate the UGBs of Jiayuguan City in
2020 and 2030, the results show that the simulation accuracy is higher than 0.8 and the compactness
increases to 0.23, which demonstrates that the MCE-CA model is an effective model for delimiting
UGBs. Moreover, the MCE-CA model can corporate the contradiction between environmental
protection and urban development, promoting urban smart growth and sustainable development.
UGBs is an effective tool for China to realize ecological civilization construction and improve the
spatial governance ability, and the MCE-CA model can be used to assist planners in delimiting future
UGBs, this study provides a methodological reference for future research of UGBs in Chinese cities.

Keywords: urban expansion; urban growth boundaries (UGBs); MCE-CA model; spatial
governance; China

1. Introduction

Urban land is where most human activities in the world take place. Its evolving dynamic
characteristics profoundly reflect the urbanization process and the changing rules and contradictions of
urban spatial structure [1,2]. With the advancement of global urbanization, China’s urbanization rate is
increasing rapidly, from 10.6% in 1949 to 59.6% in 2018, and the urban population grew from 58 million
in 1949 to 831 million by the end of 2018. The number of cities with populations more than 0.5 million
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increased enormously from 12 in 1949 to 297 by the end of 2018, and the urban land area increased from
5600 km2 in 1949 to 74,800 km2 in 2018. Which is accompanied by a series of negative impacts, such
as urban sprawl, deteriorating urban ecological environment, reduction of cultivated land resources,
and weakened capacity of ecosystem services [3–7]. That being the case, the rapid urban expansion is
a major challenge for the sustainable urban development of China [8]. Therefore, determining how
to effectively curb urban sprawl and coordinate the contradiction between urban development and
ecological conservation has become an urgent problem for China in the new era [9,10]. Urban growth
boundaries (UGBs) are an effective tool to coordinate the relationship between urban development
and environment protection and promote the city sustainable development [11]. The United State’s
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines an UGB as “a mapped line that separates land on
which development will be concentrated from land on which development will be discouraged or
prohibited” [12]. The American Planning Association (APA) recommends that UGBs be established “to
promote compact and contiguous development patterns that can be efficiently served by public services
and to preserve or protect open space, agricultural land, and environmentally sensitive areas” [13].
The first US UGB was established in Lexington, Kentucky, in 1958 [14]. UGBs can be traced back
to the “pastoral city” theory put forward by Howard [14], and influenced by smart growth, UGBs
have been implemented in various countries around the world, including the United States, Saudi
Arabia, Canada, Albania, Australia, and Korea, to name a few [15]. At the same time, Western scholars
have carried out a great deal of research on the concept, delimitation techniques, and effectiveness of
UGBs [16–20]. The techniques of delimitation and evaluation have been expanded from qualitative to
quantitative, and new techniques and large-volume high-accuracy data are increasingly being used
(e.g., geographic information system (GIS), remote sensing (RS), and the night-time light data) [21–23].
The abundance of Western study cases and practices enriched the theory and methodology of UGBs,
which laid a profound foundation for us to research UGBs. Compared with the Western countries,
the study of UGBs in China has come later.

The idea of UGBs was introduced into China in the late 1990s, the People’s Republic of China
Town and Country Planning Act requires the establishment of urban construction boundaries (UCBs) in
Chinese city master and detail plans in 2006, which is the initial exploration of the idea of UGBs [24]. After
that, delimiting the UGBs has inspired the great attention of Chinese government and researchers [25].
The Outline of National Land Use Master Plan approved by the State Council in 2008 called for the
implementation of the expansion boundary to control the urban and rural construction land. China’s
Central Urbanization Work Conference in December 2013 put forward the idea that urban planning
should be transform from expansionary planning to connotative planning by delimiting the urban
boundary and optimizing the spatial layout. The National New Urbanization Planning (2014–2020),
issued by the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and the State Council in 2014, put
forward the idea that reasonably determining the size of cities and delimiting the UGBs. The Ministry
of Land and Resources (the current name is Ministry of Natural Resources) and the Ministry of Housing
and Urban-Rural Development jointly selected 14 cities (Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Nanjing, Wuhan, Xiamen, Shenyang, Suzhou, Hangzhou, Zhengzhou, Chengdu, Xian, and Guiyang) as
the first-phase pilot cities to delimit the UGBs in July 2014. On 25 April 2015, the ‘Opinions of the CPC
Central Committee and the State Council on Accelerating the Ecological Civilization Construction’ was
published, which stated that there was a further need for the vigorous promotion of green urbanization,
the delineation of UGBs, and promotion of urbanization development from outward expansion to
internal content improvements. On 23 May 2019, the ‘Opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the
State Council on Establishing the Land Space Planning System and Supervising Its Implementation’
was published. This policy stated that all the territorial space should been classified and managed
based on the territorial spatial planning, and the UGBs should been implemented by the different
measurements of planning permission and zoning. These policies showed that the delimitation of
UGBs is an urgent problem for China to solve as soon as possible, and it is an effective tool for China to
realize ecological civilization construction and improve the spatial governance ability. However, the
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practice of UGBs in China is still in the exploratory stage. The first 14 cities have delimited the UGBs,
but the uniformed analysis has rarely been seen in the related literature.

Although Chinese scholars have studied the concept, significance, delimitation methods, and
influencing factors of UGBs [26–30], relevant research has regrettably not yet reformed a mature UGB
method, nor has it explored its governing measures. At present, influenced by the New Urbanism,
the two main schools of thought regarding delimiting the UGBs in China are “positive” thinking and
“anti-planning” thinking. The “positive” thinking is to forecast the scale of people and construction
based on the constructed model, then delimit the UGBs according to the scale, which pays more
attention to the land needs of people and neglects the protection of ecological space. The model
used in related studies is cellular automata (CA) or its modified versions [27,29–33]. On the contrary,
“anti-planning” thinking, which was put forward by Yu [34,35], gives priority to the protection of
ecological space and basic farmland, then forecasts the scale of construction land, which preferentially
protects ecological space while also guaranteeing that the land needs of people are met. The studies
adopting this approach use green infrastructure assessment, landscape ecological indices, ecological
sensitivity evaluation, resource and environment carrying capacity evaluation, and space development
suitability evaluation [36–38]. However, the delineation of UGBs is still at the exploratory stage in
China. Therefore, new methods that can account for urban ecological security and all of the forces
driving urban development are necessary and meaningful for the delimitation of UGBs.

Oasis cities in China are mostly located in the continental river basin within the arid to semi-arid
areas having fragile eco-environment [39], are highly concentrated and sensitive areas and are a complex
representative area of human activities [40]. The contradiction between urban expansion and ecological
conservation is prominent in oasis cities. Studying the process of urban spatial expansion in an oasis
city and delimiting the UGBs are of great significance for China to master urban spatial expansion
in arid areas and promote the sustainable development of oasis cities [41]. However, most of the
research on delimiting UGBs in China has been focused on Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and other
megacities or big cities, so research on the UGBs of small and medium-sized cities—especially the small
and medium-sized oasis cities in the Northwest arid region of China—has attracted little attention.
Moreover, small and medium-sized oasis cities in the Northwest arid region of China have the
characteristics that the population is less than 500,000, the urban land area is limited and scattered, the
ecological environment is fragile, and the contradiction between urban land and farmland is prominent.
Optimizing the urban spatial layout of small and medium-sized oasis cities is of great significance for
coordinating the contradiction between resources, environment, and population, promoting the urban
smart development and ecological conservation [42]. Therefore, Jiayuguan City was selected as the
study area to quantitatively analyze the temporal and spatial expansion characteristics from 1990 to 2015
by RS and GIS techniques based on MSS/TM data and four representative indices. Then, the cellular
automata model based on multi-criteria evaluation (MCE-CA) organically combining “positive” and
“anti-planning” thinking was applied to explore the delimitation of the UGBs in Jiayuguan City.
The MCE-CA model can help in solving spatial contradiction between urban development and
ecological conservation for Jiayuguan City in achieving a balance between economic development and
environmental protection and promoting urban development transformation. Furthermore, the aim of
this paper is to provide a methodological reference for future research of UGBs in Chinese cities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the study area and data sources
which includes the remote sense image data and the spatial variables in the MCE-CA model. Section 3
introduces the research methods in detail. As the core section, the Section 4 presents the results and
analysis in which we analyzed the characteristics of urban spatial expansion and delimited the UGBs
of Jiayuguan City. Section 5 provides a discussion comprised of the rationality of the MCE-CA model,
suggestions on UGBs, limitations and prospects. The last section presents our conclusions.
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2. Study Area and Data Sources

2.1. Study Area

Jiayuguan City is located in the middle of the Hexi Corridor in Gansu province, located in the arid
area of Northwest China (Figure 1). It was surrounded by Gobi in the west and north, the farmland
mainly scattered in the northeast and the southeast. The Dahei mountain and the Qilian mountain
locates in the northwest and south of Jiayuguan City. The city’s elevation is 1412–2722 m and it has
a typical temperate desert climate: The average annual temperature is 6.7–7.7 ◦C, average annual
rainfall is 85.3 mm, average annual evaporation is 1923.4 mm, and the area has a fragile ecological
environment [43]. Therefore, it is an important part of the national ecological barrier in China.

Figure 1. Location of the study area and land use map in 2015. Source: Drawn by the authors.

Jiayuguan City is one of five prefecture-level cities (Dongguan City and Zhongshan city in
Guangdong Province, Sansha City and Danzhou City in Hainan Province, and Jiayuguan City in
Gansu Province) in China that do not have municipal districts, located in Northwest, it has three towns
(Yuquan town, Wenshu town, and Xincheng town). It is one of the most important and vigorous
cities in the Hexi Corridor and in the Belt and Road Initiative. It has a total area of 2935 km2, and the
urbanization rate exceeded 93% by the end of 2015 [43]. Historically, Jiayuguan City was set up
because the Chinese key projection of constructing the Jiuquan Iron and Steel Company in 1965, it has
experienced rapid urbanization in terms of the total gross domestic product (GDP) and urban land
growth since the West Development Strategy in 2000. The GDP was 19.0 billion CNY in 2015, 8.26 times
that was in 2000 (2.3 billion CNY), the total population was 0.24 million in 2015, 1.5 times that was
in 2000 (0.16 million), and the urban land area in 2015 was 104.58 km2, 2.1 times that was in 2000
(49.90 km2). Urbanization in Jiayuguan City is characterized by rapid land urbanization accompanied
by a relative lag in population urbanization. As a result, the urban sprawl, farmland occupation,
and eco-environment deterioration have occurred in Jiayuguan City.

Affected by the trend of a new type of urbanization in China, Jiayuguan City is gradually starting
to explore urban development transformation. In this case, Jiayuguan City has to change the patter
of urban development, control the urban scale, and then guide rational urban development, which
is conducive to promoting urban smart development and sustainable development. Therefore, how
to delimit more reasonable UGBs for Jiayuguan City is an issue concern. At present, scholars have
only unilaterally researched Jiayuguan from the perspective of city expansion type [39,42]. Worse, few
scholars have studied UGBs from the perspective of urban expansion in Jiayuguan City. It is a typical
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industrial oasis city with a high level of urbanization, rapid urban sprawl, and fragile eco-environment,
making it both typical and representative of the arid area of Northwest China, so Jiayuguan City was
selected as the study case in this paper to explore the delimitation of the UGBs.

2.2. Data Sources

2.2.1. Landsat Image Processing and Derivation of Land Use Map

The Lanzhou-Wulumuqi railway was opened for operation in 1990, the West Development
Strategy was implemented in 2000, the Belt and Road Initiative was proposed in 2013 and the
Lanzhou-Wulumuqi High-Speed Railway was opened for operation in 2014, which has an great
influence on the urban construction and economic development for Jiayuguan City, and considered
the availability of the remote sensing images, so the study period was set from 1990 to 2015. In this
study, the data source was the remote sensing data (Path135/Row32) for the years 1990, 1995, 2000,
2005, 2010, and 2015, respectively, obtained from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) website
(www.usgs.gov) and Geospatial Data Cloud (www.gscloud.cn) [44–46]. The cell size is 30 by 30 m2 and
the total number of cells in Jiayuguan city is 1,359,217. The remotely sensed images were corrected by
geometric correction (using ground control points and topographic maps) and the atmospheric method
(using dark object subtraction), which can meet the precision requirements of urban land use simulation.
Using the Erdas9.2 and ArcGIS10.2 platforms, image data were preprocessed by band fusion, projection
transformation, supervised classification, and data cutting [39,42]. According to the actual situation in
the study area, the combination of visual interpretation and the supervised classification (maximum
likelihood) method was used to extract the urban land from 1990 to 2015 (Figure 2) [10]. Other data
were provided by the Gansu Academy of Natural Resources Planning [39,41,42].

Figure 2. The eight-direction expansion diagram of urban land use in Jiayuguan. Source: Drawn by
the authors.

2.2.2. Spatial Variables Selection and Expression

The main driving factors for the urban expansion are location, economy, transportation, natural
resources, population, culture, national policy, and so on [7,39,42,44,47]. Referencing previous research
on the driving forces of urban expansion and combining with the availability of data, we selected the
population density (x1), distance from the city center (x2), distance from the town center (x3), distance
from the airport (x4), distance from the railway (x5), distance from the highway (x6), and distance from
the county road (x7) as the main driving factors of the urban expansion. Considering the terrain, fragile

www.usgs.gov
www.gscloud.cn
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ecology, precious basic farmland, and the rich historical and cultural resources of Jiayuguan, we chose
the slope (x8), the ecological protection zone (x9), the basic farmland protection zone (x10), and the
historical relics protection zone (x11) as the global constraint factors. Namely, x8 is the natural condition
factor, and x9, x10, and x11 are the spatial protection policy factors. All data have been normalized
in GIS, so the value range is zero to one. The smaller the values of x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, and x8, the
greater the possibility of being converted to urban land; the opposite is true for x1, x9, x10, and x11.
Currently, it is difficult to obtain the population density in Jiayuguan from the statistical data, so we
extracted it from the night-time light data. The variables data sources are shown in Table 1, and the
spatial variables of the MCE-CA model are shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Data source of spatial variables in the cellular automata (CA) model based on multi-criteria
evaluation (MCE-CA) model.

Type Variable Description Value Data Source

Driving factors

x1 Population density 0–1

Night-time light data from the National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/ngdc.html)

x2
Distance from the

city center 0–1 City center data from Gansu Academy of Natural
Resources Planning

x3
Distance from the

town center 0–1 Town center data from Gansu Academy of Natural
Resources Planning

x4
Distance from the

airport 0–1 Airport data from Gansu Academy of Natural
Resources Planning

x5
Distance from the

railway 0–1 Railway data from Gansu Academy of Natural
Resources Planning

x6
Distance from the

highway 0–1 Highway data from Gansu Academy of Natural
Resources Planning

x7
Distance from the

county road 0–1 County road data from Gansu Academy of Natural
Resources Planning

Constraint factors

x8 Slope 0–1 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data from Geospatial
Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn)

x9
Ecological

protection zone 0–1 Ecological protection zone data from Gansu Academy
of Natural Resources Planning

x10
Basic farmland
protection zone 0–1 Basic farmland protection zone data from Gansu

Academy of Natural Resources Planning

x11
Historical relics
protection zone 0–1 Historical relics protection zone data from Gansu

Academy of Natural Resources Planning

Source: Drawn by the authors.

Figure 3. Cont.

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/ngdc.html
http://www.gscloud.cn
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Figure 3. Spatial variables in the MCE-CA model. Source: Drawn by the authors. Note: x1, x2, x3, x4,
x5, x6, x7, x9, x10, and x11 were obtained from Euclidean distance of spatial analyst tool in geographic
information system (GIS), the timeline of these factors is in 2015. The x8 was obtained from the Raster
surface of 3D analyst tool in GIS, the timeline of it is in 2009.

3. Methodology

Currently, a large volume of research has been developed to study urban expansion, and many
indices for measuring urban expansion have been developed [9,10,48–51]. In this study, four indicators
based on the principle of representativeness, completeness, and data availability were selected to
measure the urban expansion of Jiayuguan City—namely, the compactness index (C), the patch density
index (PD), the spatial center of gravity transfer index (GT), and the orientation proportion index (OP).
The MCE-CA model was applied to simulate the urban expansion and delimit the UGBs from the
perspective of “anti-planning” in the first time. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was selected to
determine the weight of the spatial variables, and the Kappa coefficient was selected to evaluate the
simulated accuracy.

3.1. Morphological Index of Urban Spatial Expansion

(1) The Compactness Index (C)

C has been widely used in the urban expansion and simulation literature. It can reflect the compactness
characteristics of a city during different periods by the contour perimeter of its boundary [52]. It is
calculated as follows:

C = 2
√

πA/P, (1)
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where C refers to the city’s compactness; A refers to the urban area; and P refers to the urban contour
perimeter. The larger the C, the more regular the boundary of the city, and the more compact the city is.

(2) The Patch Density Index (PD)

Landscape pattern indices have been widely used to measure urban land expansion. PD is an important
index that can reflect the fragmentation and connectivity of urban land [53]. This information can then
be used to manage the urban land with a predictable effect on urban sprawl. The PD can be calculated
by FRAGTAS 4.2, and is defined as follows:

PD =
N
A

, (2)

where PD is the landscape patch density, indicating the degree of fragmentation of urban land; N is the
number of urban land patches; and A is the total area of urban land use. The smaller the PD, the better
the urban land connectivity.

(3) The Spatial Center of Gravity Transfer Index (GT)

The center of gravity is an important indicator for describing the spatial distribution of geographic
objects, and is often used in research on urban evolution and land use type change [54]. The GT can
reflect the transfer longitude and latitude of the urban land in the study period, and thus to analyze
the transfer distance of the center of gravity in the spatial structure evolution of urban land use, which
can scientifically explain the spatial morphological change characteristics of the urban land. The GT is
defined as follows: 

Xt =
n∑

i=1
Cti ×Xi/

∑
Cti,

Yt =
n∑

i=1
Cti ×Yi/

∑
Cti,

(3)

D =

√
(xt+1 − xt)

2 + (yt+1 − yt)
2, (4) βt+1 = arctan( yt+1−yt

xt+1−xt
), (xt+1 − xt) ≥ 0,

βt+1 = π− arctan( yt+1−yt
xt+1−xt

), (xt+1 − xt) < 0,
(5)

where Xt and Yt are respectively the gravity longitude and latitude of urban land in period t; Xi and Yi
are the i block urban land geometric center longitude and latitude, respectively; Cti is the area of the i
block urban land in period t; D is the urban land transfer distance from period t to t + 1; and βt+1
refers to the urban land transfer directional intersection angle to due east from the period t to t + 1.

(4) The Orientation Proportion Index (OP)

To further analyze the transfer directionality of the center of gravity in the process of urban land use
spatial evolution, we chose the OP. It can reflect the expansion and development of urban land in
a specific direction and can also reflect the land use patterns of different periods. In the following
experiments, we used the equal fan analysis to calculate the OP of each position in different periods
and to construct a radar map [46,55]. The equal fan analysis method involves dividing the study area
into several equal fan-shaped areas with the center of the study area as the center of a circle with an
appropriate radius, then uses GIS spatial overlay analysis to overlay and analyze the urban land layers
at different time stages so that the OP in each area of urban land expansion can be obtained. In this
study, the study area was divided into eight equal fan-shaped areas to analyze the OP of Jiayuguan
City. The OP is defined as follows:

OPi =
(diSt2 − diSt1)

St2 − St1
× 100%, (6)
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where OPi is the di orientation proportion during the t2 − t1 period; diSt2 is the area of time t2 on the
orientation di; diSt1 is the area of t1 time on orientation di; St1 is the total area at t1; and St2 is the total
area at t2.

3.2. MCE-CA Model

The MCE-CA model was first put forward by Wu and Webster and can accurately simulate the
spatiotemporal patterns of land use change in two aspects of quantity and space and is more applicable
to more subjective variables [31,56,57]. In this model, the state of a cell j at a time t+1 is determined by
the state of its cell i and its neighborhood at a time t, and the transition of the state is determined by the
transformation rules. The transformation rules of MCE-CA are expressed in Equations (9) and (10):

St+1
g = ( f Pt

i), (7)

Pt
i = exp[α× (

rt
i

rmax
− 1)], (8)

where St+1
g is the state of cell i at a time t + 1, and Pt

l is the transition probability of the cell i at a time t.
The conversion probability is determined by the location attribute rt

i of cell i, and rmax is the highest
attribute value. α is the diffusion coefficient. The cellular location attribute is determined by a series of
spatial elements, and can be expressed as in Equation (11):

rt
i = (w1x1 + w2x2 + w3x3 + . . . . . .+ wnxn) ×Ri, (9)

where xn is the spatial variable, wn is the weight, and Ri is the restrictive factor. For example, when the
cell i is in the restricted zone, the value of Ri is 0; otherwise, the value is 1. The MCE-CA model needs
to load the remote sensing image data of land use and impact factors, set parameters, and obtain the
weight of variables by the analytic hierarchy process method to finally simulate land use.

The MCE-CA model is a dynamic and complex systematic simulation tool that has been widely
used in the simulation of urban expansion [33]. The Geographical Simulation and Optimization
System (GeoSOS) was proposed by Professor Xia Li and developed by his team at Sun Yat-Sen
University in China, and can be downloaded for free (http://www.geosimulation.cn). GeoSOS
integrates cellular automata, agent-based models (ABMs), and swarm intelligence models (SIMs) to
solve geographical process simulation and complex spatial optimization problems, and is implemented
using the Microsoft.NET Framework version 2.0 and C# [58–60]. This system is equipped with
common CA algorithms such as MCE-CA, logistic-CA, PCA-CA, ANN-CA, and decision-tree-CA.
In the MCE-CA model, simulation data are required in ASCII or TXT file formats, and the TXT file
format was used in this study. Therefore, in the process of simulation, the data were first converted to
TXT, and the size of the grid was 30 m by 30 m based on the image resolution and the reality of the
study area. Second, the main driving and global constraint factors were put into the MCE-CA model.
Third, the weight of each parameters was determined by the AHP. Then, based on the remote sensing
interpretation image from 2015, the situation of urban land expansion in 2020 and 2030 were simulated
by the MCE-CA model. The technical process of the simulation UGBs in MCE-CA model was shown
in Figure 4.

http://www.geosimulation.cn
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Figure 4. The technical process of the simulation urban growth boundaries (UGBs) in MCE-CA model.
Source: Drawn by the authors.

3.3. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Method

The AHP is the decision mechanism that a human being instinctively adopts when they are
faced with the problem of decision-making, based on mathematics and psychology [61]. It provides
a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring a decision problem, representing and
quantifying its elements, relating those elements to overall goals, and evaluating alternative solutions.
The AHP method is simple and effective for determining the weights of spatial variables. The specific
formulas were detailed in [61]. The mean random consistency index (RI) was selected according
to Table 2 [38], the RI was 1.51, and the random consistency ratio (CR) less than 0.1. The technical
process of the AHP method in this paper was shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The process of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method. Source: Drawn by the authors.
Note: x1: Population density; x2: Distance from the city center; x3: Distance from the town center; x4:
Distance from the airport; x5: Distance from the railway; x6: Distance from the highway; x7: Distance
from the county road; x8: Slope; x9: Ecological protection zone; x10: Basic farmland protection zone;
and x11: Historical relics protection zone.
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Table 2. Selection criteria of RI.

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51

Note: The source of the Table 2 is from the reference [36].

3.4. Kappa Coefficient

The Kappa coefficient has been employed by many studies of land use change to assess the
accuracy of the results [32,38]. The Kappa coefficient can be calculated using the following formula:

K =
M
∑ r

i=1xii −
∑ r

i=1(xi+ ∗ x+i)

M2 −
∑ r

i=1(xi+ ∗ x+i)
, (10)

where K is the Kappa coefficient; M is the total number of cells in Jiayuguan (i.e., 1,359,217); xii is the
elements in the main diagonal of the error matrix, xi+ is the sum of the ith row of the error matrix,
and x+i is the sum of the ith column of the error matrix.

The Kappa coefficient usually falls between zero and one, and can be divided into five groups to
represent different levels of consistency: 0.0 to 0.20 indicate extremely low consistency (slip), 0.21 to 0.40
general consistency (fair), 0.41 to 0.60 moderate consistency (moderate), 0.61 to 0.80 high consistency
(substantial), and 0.81 to 1 indicate almost perfect consistency (perfect).

4. Results

4.1. Characteristics of Urban Land Use Spatiotemporal Expansion

As previously introduced in the Methodology, the four morphological indicators were calculated
using Equations (1)–(6). The spatiotemporal expansion characteristics of urban land use in Jiayuguan
City are depicted in following section, and the results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The characteristic indices of urban land use expansion in Jiayuguan from 1990 to 2015.

Year Area/km2 C PD X Y D/m OP β/Degree
Minute Second

1990 32.51 0.16 0.03 98◦16′16” 39◦48′34”
1995 46.47 0.29 0.04 98◦16′16” 39◦48′45” 348.92 N 103◦41′31”
2000 49.90 0.24 0.04 98◦16′16” 39◦48′40” 138.91 S 92◦16′50”
2005 63.41 0.22 0.05 98◦16′23” 39◦48′24” 559.79 SE 63◦30′1”
2010 77.94 0.22 0.06 98◦16′23” 39◦48′42” 580.96 N 106◦32′29”
2015 104.58 0.16 0.09 98◦16′35” 39◦48′36” 501.53 SE 23◦10′35”

Notes: C: Compactness index; PD: Patch density index; X: The gravity longitude of urban land; Y: The gravity
latitude of urban land; D: Urban land transfer distance; OP: Orientation proportion index; β: The urban land transfer
directional intersection angle to due east; and Source: Drawn by the authors.

4.1.1. Characteristics of Urban Morphological Change

From Table 3, it can be seen that the urban land area of Jiayuguan City in 1990 was only 32.51 km2,
while after the 26a of rapid development the urban land area was extended to 104.58 km2 at the end
of 2015, representing an increase of 72.07 km2. The urban land area expanded by 3.22-fold, and the
average annual growth rate was 2.77 km2 a−1, indicating that as time went by the urban land use in
Jiayuguan City presented a sustained and rapid increasing trend. From 1990 to 2000, the urban land
area increased by 17.39 km2, representing an average annual growth rate of 1.58 km2 a−1; however, in
2000–2015, the urban land area increased by 54.68 km2, representing an average annual growth rate
of 3.65 km2 a−1. From 2000 to 2015, the area and speed of urban land expansion were higher than in
1990–2000, indicating the influence of the West Development Strategy and the Belt and Road Initiative.
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The land urbanization process in Jiayuguan continued to accelerate and the urban sprawl growth
were rapid.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that the C and PD were all less than one from 1990 to 2015. Specifically,
the C first increased (0.16–0.29) and then decreased (0.29–0.16), and the PD increased continuously
(0.03–0.09), indicating that the urban land expansion form was non-compact, and the degree of
fragmentation increased. From 1990 to 2000, the C increased from 0.16 to 0.24, indicating that the
urban development presented a trend of compactness at this stage. This was a result of the gradual
improvement of the internal infrastructure in Jiayuguan City, so the connection of the city increased,
the distance from the city center decreased, and the outer boundary of the city was more regular. In
2000–2015, the C of urban land decreased from 0.24 to 0.16, indicating that the urban land presented
a spreading trend in this period. This was due to the planning and construction of the Jiayuguan
industrial park, and the scattered and irregular land use resulted in an irregular urban morphology.
From 1990 to 2015, the urban land PD increased from 0.03 to 0.09, and urban land fragmentation
increased, exhibiting a disordered scatter pattern. Influenced by the rapid economic development and
population growth, the area of urban land increased continually and scattered gradually in Jiayuguan
City, reflecting a continuous decline in urban land connectivity and urban landscape pattern. That is to
say, the urban land of Jiayuguan City exhibited a trend of extensive expansion, which reduced the
efficiency of land use and increased the cost of urban management.

Figure 6. Changes of the C and PD from 1990 to 2015. Source: Drawn by the authors.

4.1.2. The Spatial Center of Gravity Transfer and Orientation Proportion Analysis

From Table 3 and Figure 2, it can be seen that the urban land use in Jiayuguan City has expanded
rapidly. The GT mainly moved to the southeast and northwest and the transfer distance was 461.07
m in 1990–2015. Influenced by the West Development Strategy in China, the construction of Lanxin
road network, the topographic features, and the attraction of the surrounding city, the urban land
of Jiayuguan City was moved to the southeast and northwest and presented cluster expansion
characteristics. Based on the equal fan analysis, we drew a radar map of urban expansion in Jiayuguan
City (Figure 7). From Figure 7, it can be seen that the urban land of Jiayuguan City was moved mainly
to the north; the OP was 35.84% and 38.41% in 1990–1995 and 2005–2010, respectively. However,
the urban land was mainly moved to the south, and the OP was 62.14 in 1995–2000. Furthermore,
the urban land of Jiayuguan City was mainly moved to the southeast, and the OPs were 36.43% and
25.88% in 2000–2005 and 2010–2015, respectively. It can be seen that the urban land of Jiayuguan City
presented a continuous rapid expansion trend in the north, south, and southeast during the study
period, and showed a rapid expansion trend in the northwest and southeast after 2000, which was
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due to the construction of the Lanxin railway and the Lianhuo highway. However, the urban land of
Jiayuguan City extended slowly in the west and southwest because of the Dahei Mountain, Caotanhu
reservoir, and Taolai River in the city administrative area.

Figure 7. The radar map of urban land use directional expansion in Jiayuguan City from 1990 to 2015.
Source: Drawn by the authors.

Generally speaking, from 1990 to 2015, as the city was mainly distributed on the plains of the Hexi
Corridor, the area of urban land use in Jiayuguan City expanded rapidly, the urban spatial expansion
was relatively loose, and the urban sprawl growth characteristic was prominent. The spatial center of
gravity shifted to the southeast and northwest, and the azimuth differentiation was distinct. Therefore,
it is necessary for Jiayuguan City to delimit the UGBs, which can curb urban sprawl expansion, improve
the efficiency of urban land use, and promote sustainable and livable urban development.

4.2. Delimiting the Urban Development Boundaries Based on the MCE-CA Model

As Professor Liangyong Wu said, “the main purpose of planning is not only to plan the build part,
but also to do everything possible to protect the unused non-construction land” [62]. The size of the
city and the function of construction land can be constantly changing but the landscape ecological
infrastructure consisting of river water systems, green corridors, forest lands, and wetlands in the
landscape is always necessary for the city and needs to be constant. The terrain condition is the
foundation of urban development, which has an important influence on the scale, density, and layout
of urban development. It is more important for industrial oasis city to protect ecological environment,
natural resources and cultivated land resources for its sustainable development. Starting from the
idea of “anti-planning”, we chose x8, x9, x10, and x11 as the global constraint factors. City is a complex
and open system, the flow of population, material, energy, information, and capital could provide the
driving force for urban development, and accelerate the process of industrialization and urbanization.
From the perspective of “planning”, we chose x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, and x7 as the driving factors (Figure 3).

Referring the National New Urbanization Planning of China (2014–2020) [63] and the Land Use
Master Plan of Jiayuguan City (2006–2020) [64], which regulated the long-deadline is 2020. Referring
to the Urban Master Plan of Jiayuguan City (2018–2030) regulated the near-deadline is 2020 and the
long-deadline is 2030 [65]. Moreover, the 13th Five Year National Social-economic Plan of Jiayuguan
City (2016–2020) regulated the long-deadline is 2020 [66]. In order to consistent with the related plan,
so the MCE-CA model was used to simulate the urban expansion of Jiayuguan City in 2020 and 2030
and explore the delimitation of UGBs of it. The MCE-CA model was calculated by the Equations of
(7)–(9). The variable weights were calculated by the AHP method (Table 4). The Kappa coefficients can
be calculated in the Equation (10), and the Kappa coefficients for the simulations of 2020 and 2030 were
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0.87 and 0.86, respectively, which meets the perfect designation. The simulation results are shown
in Table 5.

Table 4. Spatial variables and their weights in the MCE-CA model.

xn x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11

wn 0.163 0.126 0.096 0.083 0.105 0.088 0.073 0.112 0.065 0.051 0.038

Note: RI = 1.51, CR < 0.1; x1: Population density; x2: Distance from the city center; x3: Distance from the town
center; x4: Distance from the airport; x5: Distance from the railway; x6: Distance from the highway; x7: Distance
from the county road; x8: Slope; x9: Ecological protection zone; x10: Basic farmland protection zone; x11: Historical
relics protection zone; and Source: Drawn by the authors.

Table 5. The characteristic indices of urban land use expansion in Jiayuguan City from 2015 to 2030.

Year Area/km2 C PD X Y D/m OP β/Degree
Minute Second

2015 104.58 0.16 0.09 98◦16′35” 39◦48′36”
2020 110.73 0.18 0.07 98◦16′42” 39◦48′33” 359.66 SE 70◦47′32”
2030 152.63 0.23 0.06 98◦17′36” 39◦47′35” 470.28 SE 35◦44′26”

Notes: C: Compactness index; PD: Patch density index; X: The gravity longitude of urban land; Y: The gravity
latitude of urban land; D: Urban land transfer distance; OP: Orientation proportion index; β: The urban land transfer
directional intersection angle to due east; and Source: Drawn by the authors.

From Table 5, it can be seen that, influenced by “anti-planning” thinking, which emphasizes
ecological space conservation, the simulated urban land area of Jiayuguan City would be 110.73 km2

and 152.63 km2 in 2020 and 2030, respectively. At the same time, the simulated urban land compactness
would increase to 0.18 and 0.23, and the simulated urban land patch density would decrease to 0.07
and 0.06. Compared with 2015 and influenced by the terrain and constraints of the ecological space, the
compactness increased by 0.02 and 0.07, and the patch density decreased by 0.02 and 0.03 in 2020 and
2030, respectively. This indicates that the connectivity of urban land increased, urban development
presented a compact trend. In addition, the spatial center of gravity of Jiayuguan City would shift
to the southeast in the future and the distance of spatial center of gravity would be 359.66 m and
470.28 m in 2020 and 2030, respectively, which indicates that the simulated urban land use shows
a cluster expansion pattern. Thus, this was consistent with the regional development strategy of
Jiuquan–Jiayuguan integration in Gansu Province and the Belt and Road Initiative in China.

Due to the scarcity of water and soil resources and the fragile ecological environment, the compact
spatial layout of an oasis city can avoid the disturbance and occupation of limited cultivated land
resources and the fragile ecological environment, and at the same time can improve the intensity of
urban land use and motivate the city’s livable and sustainable development [42,52]. The average
annual growth rate of urban land in Jiayuguan City was 2.77 km2 a−1 from 1990 to 2015, while the
average annual growth rate of urban land would be 2.52 km2 a−1 and 2.43 km2 a−1 from 1990 to
2020 and from 1990 to 2030, respectively. Thus, this showed that the urban land growth rate would
continuously decline, it would be helpful for Jiayuguan City to transform the urban development
from sprawl expansion to connotative development. At the same time, from the perspective of spatial
layout, the simulated urban land would coordinate the relationship between urban development
and environment protection, and the urban development would actively protect ecological space
and historical and cultural space, which would meet the construction requirements of an eco-city.
Therefore, based on the simulation results, the UGBs would have an area of 110.73 km2 and 152.63
km2 in 2020 and 2030, respectively (Figure 8). Thus, we believe that the MCE-CA model is an effective
model to delimit UGBs, and it can provide a methodological reference for future research into UGBs in
Chinese cities.
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Figure 8. Urban development boundaries of Jiayuguan City. Source: Drawn by the authors.

5. Discussion

5.1. Spatial Characteristic of Urban Land

The compactness index, patch density index, spatial center of gravity transfer index and orientation
proportion index, and the remote sensing images of 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015 were selected
to measure the urban expansion of Jiayuguan City from 1990 to 2015 in this study. The results show
that the urban sprawl was rapid and spatial heterogeneity of Jiayuguan City were distinct, which is
consistent with the study of Liu et al. [39]. In addition, Jiayuguan City is an industrial oasis city in the
arid area of Northwest China, it has Jiabei industrial park, Jiadong industrial park, Jiaxi industrial park,
and Jiugang aluminum production new industrial park, and the distribution of industrial land was
scattered and leapfrogged. Since the West Development Strategy began to be implemented in 2000,
the industrial land rapidly increased and the compactness of urban land was continuously declined.
Furthermore, influenced by the Belt and Road Initiative and the Lanzhou–Wulumuqi High-Speed
Railway, the urban land of Jiayuguan City and the patch density index would continuously increase,
while the compactness index would decline according to the urban development trend, the urban
sprawl growth were rapid. Therefore, it is necessary for Jiayuguan City to delimit the UGBs.

5.2. Technical Methods of Delimitation UGBs

It is critically important to delimit the UGBs in the new transitional stage of China’s industrialization
and urbanization [1]. The conventional approaches to establishing UGBs are based on planners’ personal
experiences, which lacks a scientific basis and quantitative support. Thus, the Inventory Approach [21],
LUTI model [22], constrained CA model [29], FLUS model [31], SLEUTH model [67], ANN [68], and
other models have been used by scholars to simulate urban development [7,37]. While these methods
have paid more attention to urban growth, data availability, uncertainty [22,26], they regrettably paid
scarce attention to the external urban ecological security and spatial policies constraints. The result
of delimiting the UGBs is subjective to a certain extent, or can only simulate the expansion of the
city, ignoring the urban ecological security. Therefore, new methods that can account for the urban
ecological security and all of the forces driving urban development are necessary for the delimitation of
UGBs. Compared with these methods, in this paper, the MCE-CA model was easily and scientifically
used to quantitatively express the spatial policies and driving factors of urban expansion in space
and time [34,55,60], thereby increasing the simulation accuracy. Especially, from the perspective
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of “anti-planning”, eleven factors were chosen, and the GIS spatial analysis method based on the
MCE-CA model was applied to delimit the UGBs in this paper, which was an exploration of the
methodology for delimiting the UGBs in China. Moreover, the ecological constraint, basic farmland
protection, and historical relics protection were put into the MCE-CA model, which provides the
decision-making support for urban planning and land use. Therefore, the UGBs based on the MCE-CA
model were not only the boundaries of permitting construction and prohibiting construction, but
would also translate the function of ecological space from passive defense to active constraint [28] and
consciously protect the regional ecological environment, natural environment, and cultural resources,
which would be helpful to realize a vision of urban sustainable development that is people-oriented,
resource-conserving, as well as environmentally friendly in the future. The delimitation of the UGBs
is an effective tool for China to realize ecological civilization construction and improve the spatial
governance ability, this method can provide a methodological reference for future research of UGBs in
Chinese cities.

5.3. Suggestions on UGBs

The related literature on UGBs in China has paid more attention to the delimitation technique,
while the control measures and effective evaluation for UGBs have been rarely studied in China [24].
Regrettably, although the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Land Administration was revised on
26 August 2019, a specific control measure for UGBs has not been proposed. So we suggest—according
to the “Opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council on Accelerating the Ecological
Civilization Construction”—from the spatial planning reform perspective, delimiting the UGBs based
on “multi-planning integration” [69], combined with the basic requirement of protecting cultivated
land and the ecological environment in the process of urban development. It is most important to form
a unified and effective method of delimiting UGBs. Thus, the MCE-CA model proposed in this paper
will been given priority to recommend. Furthermore, there are no clear legal requirements for UGBs
in the City and Countryside Planning Act and the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Land
Administration. So, it is necessary for China to enact a law of territorial planning or specific regulation
of UGBs based on the legislative form of the National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of
China, and clarifying the rights and responsibilities of UGBs, which is consistent with the research of
Fekade [70]. Additionally, referencing the latest streamlined UGB method in Oregon [19,71], for China
the revision and supervisory mechanism of UGBs should been clarified in the law. Last but not least,
delimiting UGBs is a process of integrating different objectives and is a way to coordinate different
interests among different departments, participants, and ideals, while the public rarely have the
chance to participate in the planning process in China. We suggest that enhancing public participation
awareness, encouraging the public to participate throughout the process of delimiting the UGBs, and
listening to suggestions from the public are necessary to guarantee that UGBs root and sprout in China.

5.4. Research Prospects of UGBs

This paper measured the spatial expansion rules of Jiayuguan City, and the MCE-CA model was
applied to explore the delimitation of UGBs from the perspective of “anti-planning”, which provides
a methodological reference for future research of UGBs in Chinese cities. However, China is the most
populous country in the word, the policy of population and social-economy will have great influence
on urban development in the future [1]. We have put the population in 2015 into the MCE-CA model
with the population density, but the changes of future social-economy have much uncertainty, so we
cannot put it into the MCE-CA model. In a future study, we will apply the GDP and other statistics to
study the future social-economical development, and put it into the MCE-CA model to simulate the
UGBs. Another limitation associated with this method is that the resolution of the remote sense image
is relatively low, thus causing simulation biases, we will improve this in the future by interpreting the
higher resolution image.
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In the future, how to scientifically estimate the potential effect of the UGBs on land value, housing
price, and individual behavior, and how to establish a sound policy system for UGBs in China still need
to be researched and discussed. In addition, delimiting UGBs has become an important breakthrough
in promoting the modernized construction of spatial governance systems and governance capacity in
China [8], and should be fully combined with the recent planning and construction works including
renovation and restoration projects (urban renovation and ecology restoration), urban utility tunnels,
and the “Sponge city” initiative, and fully make use of existing construction land to improve its
utilization intensive degree and benefits as well as improve the utilization efficiency of urban land,
therefore promoting a livable city and sustainable development. Moreover, big data will also be an
important approach to study the UGBs of China in the future (e.g., point of interest (POI) data, transit
smart card data, and residential travel survey data) [26,72]. We will devote more effort to overcome the
limitations in our study and apply the new approach to study the UGBs in the future works of China.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the spatial and temporal characteristics of urban land expansion in Jiayuguan City
from 1990 to 2015 were investigated by using the remote sensing image data, the GIS spatial analysis
method, and four indicators. We found that the land urbanization process in Jiayuguan City continued
to accelerate and the urban sprawl growth were rapid, influenced by the West Development Strategy
and the Belt and Road Initiative. At the same time, the urban land connectivity and urban landscape
pattern declined continuously, which reduced the efficiency of land use and destroyed the surrounding
environment, so, it is necessary for Jiayuguan City to delimit the UGBs. Therefore, the MCE-CA model
organically combining “positive” and “anti-planning” thinking was applied to explore the delimitation
of the UGBs in Jiayuguan City in this study. The results showed that UGBs would have an area of
110.73 km2 and 152.63 km2 in 2020 and 2030, respectively. The connectivity of urban land would
increase, urban development would present a compact tendency, and the spatial center of gravity
would shift to the southeast in the future, so the MCE-CA model is helpful to solve the contradiction
between environmental protection and urban development, achieving the mutually beneficial for
social-economical development and environmental protection. Although the future social-economical
development cannot be input into the MCE-CA model and the resolution of remote sensing image
need to be improved, we believe that the MCE-CA model is an effective model to delimit UGBs and its
advantages outweigh the limitations, it can provide a methodological reference for future research into
UGBs in Chinese cities.

In addition, most of the studies on UGBs so far have focused on “what UGBs is and how to delimit
them” [24], but the related regulations and legal system of UGBs were rarely investigated. We suggest
that, from the spatial planning reform perspective, it would be necessary for China to formulate a series
of policies to manage and implement the UGBs. Furthermore, the essence of delimiting the UGBs
is a process to design policy, so innovating the management ideals, enhancing public participation
awareness, encouraging the public to participate throughout the process of delimiting the UGBs, and
listening to the suggestions from the public are necessary to guarantee that UGBs root and sprout
in China.

In summary, city is a complex and open system, the MCE-CA model can coordinate the
contradiction between environmental protection and urban development, and it provides the spatial
information of urban land for decision makers or planners. Thus, the UGBs is an effective tool to
promote the city sustainable development and the MCE-CA is applicable to explore the delimitation of
UGBs in China.
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